Senior Colloquia to the Department

Linguistics majors, May 2017
210a Lyons Hall

The public is invited!

Wed 3 May

4:00  Ava Tessitore  Meter in Middle High German Poetry

Mon 8 May

8:15  Jared Collier  The History of DE in Chinese
9:00  Christopher Fell  The Bilingual Lexicon: Are Bilinguals Susceptible to Cross-Linguistic Priming?
9:45  Eleanor Ge  Phonemic Awareness in Chinese L1 Readers of English and Promotion of Mandatory Explicit IPA Training for L2 English Learners in China
10:30  Kyrie Olsen  Dime con quien hablas: How To Overanalyze Your Friends' Speech

Wed 10 May

8:15  Sissi Liu  Get 到吗？A Corpus Analysis of Chinese-English Bilinguals’ Code-Switching
9:00  Lauren Otterman  Pragmatic Approaches to Verbal Irony
9:45  Gina Iozzo  The Long Term Effects of Speech / Language Delay on Linguistic Abilities: Do Patients Ever ‘Catch Up’ and How can Outcomes be Improved?
10:30  Yerim Jee  Bilingual Code-Switching

Mon 15 May

8:15  Kaitlyn Solano  Language and Gender: What we Know and Why it Matters
9:00  Megan Vanderhooft  The Vulnerability of Language: Why Languages Become Endangered
9:45  Klara Henry  Manuel Alvar and Crafting a Wikipedia Article for a Lesser-Known Linguist